Custom Menswear Company Comes to the Rescue of the Oppressed 90% of
Male Shoppers
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For men’s suits the perfect fit is extremely important, but not all men have the same body shape – an
obvious fact that the majority of the fashion industry chooses to ignore. Off-the-rack suits are made to
fit quite well no more than 10% of all men, and all others either have to make do or get a tailored suit,
which most could not afford until recently.
Getting a custom suit (http://www.dragoninside.com/category/custom-suits) no longer requires multiple
visits to various tailors, plenty of time and a big budget.
“After 20 years of offline tailoring, and yes - we know offline is not cool anymore, we are now very
much online at http://www.dragoninside.com”, says Bobby Miloev – co-founder of “Dragon Inside”.
In tough economic times, making a killer first impression is more important than ever – it might just
land the perfect job or help seal a deal.
The online service allows men to self-measure and order a made-to-measure suit
(http://www.dragoninside.com/) in just 20 minutes, at affordable prices ranging from GBP 239 to GBP 279.
All orders are tailored in the production facility in Bulgaria and delivered worldwide in less than 20
days.
DragonInside.com offers plenty of advice and guidance on the customization of a perfect suit – choosing
the best style can take as little as three minutes. Men with specific preferences can choose from more
than 3 million design, style and fabric combinations.
All suits are fully canvassed and made of 100% Italian and UK wool. All orders come with a 100%
satisfaction guarantee – the company funds alterations of up to GBP 50 (USD 75, EUR 60), remakes the
suit or returns the customer’s money, if they are anything but 100% happy with the order.
---------------------------------------------Note to Editors:
For a limited time “Dragon Inside” may offer journalists and bloggers the opportunity to review a
custom “Dragon Inside” suit.
A gallery of high-resolution images is available at www.dragoninside.com/article/media-kit
For reviews, interviews and additional images, please contact Bobby Miloev at custom@dragoninside.com,
tel. +359 888 38 29 44
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